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HEIA(Q) members visit the
Museum of Brisbane exhibition

In fashion: Dressing up Brisbane
Well, what a treat was in store for the members who took the
opportunity to join the HEIA(Q) guided tour of the ‘In fashion:
Dressing up Brisbane’ exhibition, guided by curator and former
Home Economics teacher Michael Marendy. On Saturday 12th
September 2009, approximately 25 members assembled
at 3.30pm at the entrance to the Museum of Brisbane at the
Brisbane City Hall. It was a glorious spring afternoon and a real
buzz in the city as the city commenced its celebrations for the
Brisbane Festival, with the Riverfire fireworks to come later that
night. The HEIA(Q) members who went to ‘Dressing up Brisbane’
had a particularly good start to the festival.

But the really fabulous part? It was all the stories that Michael
told. His absolute passion and enthusiasm for his work and this
exhibition was infectious. He enthralled us with all the behindthe-scenes stories, either about the owners or designers of
the garments, or how he had procured the garments for the
exhibition. His knowledge about garments, their construction and
their history was amazing and his ability to make it all so exciting
and entertaining was wonderful.

Michael was introduced and elaborated on his background with
reminiscences of his (brief) time as a Home Economics teacher
and his time lecturing in the (then) Home Economics Department
at QUT, and how his passion for textiles led him to the world of
being a dress historian. But, no time for dallying, we were off into
the exhibition.
It was just fabulous.

Michael told wonderful stories about how many of the
dressmakers ran their fashion houses in Brisbane city and how
the department stores of the day were run. We heard great,
sometimes scandalous, details about the upper class of Brisbane
who frequented these establishments. Meticulous descriptions of
the photographs that are on display were intriguing. It was so
fascinating to hear how many of the buildings of the times are
still standing in some way today, with original facades still spotted
around Brisbane and Southbank. Buildings with so much history
attached to them, and many of us had never realised they were
so closely linked to fashion and textiles of the day.

The exhibition celebrates dressing up in Brisbane by showcasing
a collection of women’s fashion, sourced from the private
collections of Brisbane women and designers. Through the ball
gowns and bustles of by-gone years, exquisite wedding dresses to
runway couture, the tour gave insights into Brisbane’s fashionable
precincts, events and memorable moments. We learnt about
the early fashionistas of the 19th century right through to local
contemporary designers who have taken Brisbane fashion to
national and international acclaim, including Bora, Easton Pearson
and Sass & Bide, with designs worn by the likes of Cate Blanchett,
Jennifer Hawkins and the always in fashion, Sarah Jessica Parker.
It was fascinating.
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Everyone was captivated and our one-hour tour turned into one
hour and forty-five minutes, with the group being gently escorted
outside by the man wishing to close the museum. What a great
afternoon. And still the fireworks to look forward to!
In thanking Michael at the end of the tour, Jan Reynolds
appropriately commented that, on this occasion, modern day
technology was no substitute for the real life, personal experience
of which we had been a part. Other museum-goers had their
excellent head-sets with the commentaries, and their printed
guides to help them appreciate the exhibition. But we had
Michael! Superb!
The exhibition does have tours (but not with Michael) on
Tuesdays, Thursday and Saturdays and these may be of interest
to both individuals and school groups.
SEPTEMBER 2009

The same dress is indecent ten years
before its time; daring one year before
its time; chic (contemporarily seductive)
in its time; dowdy five years after its
time; hideous twenty years after its
time; amusing thirty years after its
time; romantic one hundred years after
its time; beautiful one hundred and fifty
years after its time.
A quote by fashion historian, James Laver at the
entrance to the exhibition that came to life as we
engaged in the tour.

From the
President
As I look back on what has happened since the last newsletter, and project
forward to what is still to come, it is clear that the work of the HEIA(Q)
Committee of Management reflects the professionalism of the Queensland
home economics community. We are indeed fortunate to have a 600-strong
professional group to provide mutual support, and to have a Committee of
Management to coordinate the more formal events and networks.
In the three short months since I wrote my last report for inForm, in addition to
what has happened at a national level, much has happened at the Divisional
level—the state conference, the pre-conference seminar, a welcome to the
profession to the QUT graduates, several regional workshops and a guided tour
of ‘In fashion: Dressing up Brisbane’ by the curator and ex-Home Economics
teacher Michael Marendy. We have also advocated to government on two
occasions, once to the Social Development Committee and once to the
Queensland Studies Authority regarding the Home Economics Senior Syllabus.
All of these activities are reported in this newsletter.
On behalf of the membership, I thank all those who have coordinated and
organised these activities for our members. Our new, young committee members
are amongst the list of people who have taken leadership in organising events.
It is great that the new committee members are taking this leadership, safe in
the knowledge that the more experienced members are there to support if
necessary. In this way we can build the management capacity of the Committee
of Management and work towards HEIA(Q) having a sustainable future.

Some comments from the HEIA(Q)
museum-goers included:

“I think I will make a day of it with my students.
We will come here for part of
the day, and then we will go
over to the Easton-Pearson
exhibition. What a day that
will be.”
“Those poor people who
only have the head sets!”
“I didn’t know that was
how they used to put on
their drawers (knickers).”
“How could women
breathe in such tight
corsets?”
“It is so drastic to have
two ribs removed
so you could fit
into such smallwaisted creations
– talk about plastic
surgery of the
1900s.”

I would like to make special mention of and thank and congratulate the 2009
conference convenor Michelle Nisbet and her small, but dedicated team of
volunteers, for such a motivating and entertaining day of learning at this year’s
conference. Discovering how to reignite and apply creative thinking both in
oneself and in the classroom, was challenging and amusing, to say the least.
Feedback from the day suggests that delegates particularly enjoyed the longer
workshops, the sit-down luncheon and the opportunities to network over
drinks. Planning and organising for 260 delegates, 14 presenters, 13 trade
exhibitors and securing sponsorship in these tough economic times, was a huge
achievement for this committed group of members, most of whom work full
time. Congratulations to all concerned.
As one phase of planning comes to an end, another commences. The committee
is now planning for World Food Day celebrations on October 16th in collaboration
with the Global Learning Centre. We also have a ‘surprise’ end-of-year event
for members, but more about that when we are confident that it will come to
fruition. Planning is also underway for next year’s conference and professional
development activities. Unfortunately Pamela Easton and Lydia Pearson (of the
Easton Pearson label) were unable to accept our invitation to be part of the
2010 conference as the date clashes with their overseas commitments.
As you can see, lots to do in order to bring events to the members. If you
would like to have a voice in the direction taken by the association, or to assist
in the groundwork of our conference or any of our smaller seminars conducted
throughout the year, please consider joining one of our subcommittees. As a
volunteer organisation we would gladly welcome your support and time, and
it’s as simple as sending an email to heiaq@heia.com.au stating your contact
details and how you might like to assist. Experience is no barrier as we welcome
everyone’s contributions, no matter how big or small.
Remember: Vision is not enough, it must be combined with venture!
Kylie King, President HEIA(Q)
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HEIA(Q) 2009 state conference

Home economics: Creativity at work
The HEIA(Q) 2009 conference held at the Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre on 8 August 2009, promised to ‘explore how to
nourish, renew and maintain creativity both for our personal benefit and the benefit of our students’. The conference certainly lived up to
its promise, and was inspirational as it successfully demonstrated how creativity can be played out in all dimensions of home economics.
It explored theoretical underpinnings as well as how these can be applied in food and nutrition, textiles and hospitality contexts.

Unleash your creative thinking
The start and finish—Keynote speakers
The day commenced and finished with the two fabulous keynote speakers, Lisa Smith
and Dr Irena Yashin-Shaw. Both shared their extensive expertise in the area of creativity,
and were able to make creativity ‘real’ for home economics.
Lisa Smith, from ‘Minds at Work’, is a professional thinker who is dedicated to helping
people unlock their innate creativity. She was thrilled to play a part in conference
and was surprised at how many home economics teachers are so involved with the
profession and their professional learning. She said we were “Thirsty people, thirsty for
education and open minded”.
Lisa, the first speaker for the conference, was a great start to the day. She was inspirational
and entertaining, or should I say creative, in the way she captured the audience. With
statements and advice such as “laughter is the first ingredient to creativity”, “think and
explore your mind” and “have the courage to try new ideas”, she definitely shared
valuable information that we could all take away with us from her session.
Lisa Smith

The concept Lisa used to encourage us to unleash our creative thinking was IDEA—
Imagine, Develop, Evaluate and Act. This simple process is one that we can all use to
get our creativity flowing once again and inspire those around us to do the same.

The time is always ripe to do great things”

Delegates in the plenary session

Denise McManus looking after the HEIA(Q) table
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Dr Irena Yashin-Shaw has a PhD in innovation, creativity and cognition with a
Doctorate in creative thinking. She was both excited and delighted to be invited to the
conference and talk to us about being creative and how rewarding it can be to open
our minds and take risks.
Irena referred to the present as ‘The innovation age’ and explained that innovation is
power. Her philosophy for being creative was: look past the obvious, see what else
you can see, enjoy the unexpected and take calculated risks. Not many presenters can
have an interactive session with 260 people! However, in the hour that Irena spoke she
was both inspiring and intriguing with her ideas exuding creativity. The session clearly
needed to be longer to fully explore Irena’s ideas, which were presented in interactive,
fun ways.
Dr Irena Yashin-Shaw

The middle—The workshops
Continuing on with the creative theme, conference delegates were provided with the opportunity to participate in a range of sessions
including Teaching creativity, Colouring textiles creatively and Creativity in the hospitality kitchen, to appeal to all those attending the
conference. The conference was hailed a huge success by the 260 delegates who attended, with much praise being extended to the
organisers who ensured it all ran smoothly. It is great to see so many passionate home economists supporting the conferences each
year.

Catching up before the day begins

Delegate responses
After experiencing my first HEIA(Q) conference in 2008, I was not going to miss the opportunity
to attend the 2009 conference. As expected, it was an educational and very worthwhile day.
Education is often subject to rigidity and monotony, and it is easy to get caught up in what ‘must
be done’ and so we sometimes forget to be creative. I believe that, as teachers, we need to be
creative ourselves and in our teaching practice if we are to spark our students’ greatest creative
potentials. The meaning of creativity for me is about individuality, self-expression and innovation.
So for me, the theme of this year’s conference ‘Creativity at Work’ was highly relevant.
The highlight of my day was keynote speaker, Lisa Smith. Her insightful, informative yet
humorous and entertaining presentation broadened my under-developed view of creativity.
It was refreshing to hear that everyone has creative ability and that it can be rediscovered if
somewhere along the line it has been suppressed or ‘lost’.
Ellen Graham

For the first workshop session I attended Barbara McCarthy’s workshop on integration of Web2 Technologies
into the classroom, and for the second session I attended the Creative thinking workshop with Donald
Welch. Both of these sessions have provoked thoughts and ideas for my future teaching practice.
I walked away from the conference feeling inspired and motivated, as well as privileged to be a future
Home Economics teacher.
Ellen Graham
QUT Student
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Delegate responses
Personally, I don’t really consider myself to be overly creative and went to the conference this
year with some reservations. However, the 2009 ‘Creativity’ conference has opened my mind
to thinking creatively and has empowered me to think outside the box, take risks, and trust
myself!

Louise Borg (L) and Deanna Dean

The organisers of the conference did a tremendous job in ensuring the food was delicious
and that everything ran on time. The two keynote speakers were very inspirational and gave
me many new ideas and concepts to think about following the conference. The sessions I
attended were: A creative edge in food development and Creativity in the hospitality kitchen.
Both of these sessions gave me fresh ideas and new things to try in the classroom. It is
always a challenge for a teacher to engage students but by using some of the principles that
were demonstrated at the conference, I think I may have a better chance of unleashing their
creative sides as well.
I left the conference feeling re-invigorated about my programming and have given a lot of
thought as to how I can incorporate creativity into the classroom. Thank you very much to
those who worked so hard in organising this truly inspiring day. I look forward to 2010 with
anticipation.
Deanna Dean
Tullawong State High School

The 2009 HEIA(Q) conference created an absolutely fantastic opportunity for us, as Home
Economics teachers, to open ourselves up to creativity in its many forms and armed us with
strategies on how to transfer this into the classroom. The two workshops I attended, Creativity
in the classroom and Creativity in the hospitality kitchen were both interesting and inspiring in
equal measures.
Creativity in the classroom, presented by the dynamic duo of Home Economics teachers
Frances Murphy and Alice Nelson, was an exhilarating 90 minutes of full-on creative textiles
action. Not only was I inspired by the passion and expertise of these extremely talented ladies,
but I also came away with a veritable swag of fantastic resources that would be practical
and helpful in my own textiles classroom. I came away from this session with the certain
knowledge that I will never look at fabric or textiles items the same way again! Frances
and Alice are holding their biannual week-long workshops in Rockhampton in 2010, which
I could guarantee, having seen them in action for just a short period of time, will be an
absolute goldmine of creativity, information, inspiration and fun.
Creativity in the hospitality kitchen saw Amanda Young and some of her very talented
students from HTA displaying such diverse and intricate art forms as sugar blowing, chocolate
moulding, painting on royal icing and margarine sculpture. Whilst these art forms are definitely
a specialist area (more for entry into competitions than as a practical class activity due to
cost and time constraints), it was inspiring to see the students’ talents showcased in such
a way. Their passion and dedication was wonderful to witness as they created extremely
intricate and delicate pieces that were awe-inspiring in their attention to detail. The overall
effect was sensational and, again, it was a session that left me feeling inspired to perhaps
expose my students to these creative art forms in some way to promote and expand their
creative abilities.

Kerrie Hurford

All in all, the 2009 HEIA conference was certainly very successful in bringing its theme of
creativity to fruition and gave us many and varied opportunities to both experience what
creativity is and how to incorporate it into our classrooms. A very big thank you to the organisers
of this year’s conference for all the hard work and planning that went into ensuring that the
conference was such a success.
Kerrie Hurford
Canterbury College
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Other comments
About the theme
“As we move from teaching the known to preparing
for the unknown, the concept of creative thinking is
becoming more and more critical. It is wonderful to
see the HEIA(Q) addressing creative thinking at its
state conference” (Lisa Smith, Minds at Work)
“The theme was very close to my heart. I enjoy all
things creative and love encouraging others to seek
their creative genre. Although it is a very personal
concept and therefore difficult to pin down, it was
fantastic to see the scope of the options available at
the conference” (Sue Going, John Paul College)

Committee of Management and Conference Committee members (L-R):
Vicki Potter, Kylie King, Michelle Nisbet, Fiona Gunthorpe

About the sessions offered
“I was pleased with the sessions I attended. Both
were more industry/outside of secondary classroom
focussed and I thought it was good that we had
the opportunity to see how people beyond ‘our’
classrooms operate creatively” (Joanne Jayne,
Stuartholme School).
About the meaning of creativity
“Creativity means thinking outside the square and
pushing the boundaries” (Debbie Cain, Canterbury
College).

Presenters and Home Economics teachers Alice Nelson (L) and Frances Murphy

“It is everything to me. It keeps me sane and balanced
within this environment of financial bleakness and
bureaucracy. I love walking into a classroom, working
with students and igniting their curiosity about what
it is we want them to learn. It is so much more
interesting to find creative paths to new materials.
It is also enjoyable to see how each individual plays
with ideas and expresses themselves through creative
tasks” (Sue Going, John Paul College).

Thank you
The HEIA(Q) 2009 State Conference was a huge success.
On behalf of all HEIA(Q) members I would like to sincerely
thank the following conference committee members for
their hard work and dedication: Michelle Nisbet (Convenor),
Denise McManus, Kylie King, Jan Reynolds, Jade Pinder, Angela
Custance, Robyn Gooley and Kate Stevanovic. It really was a
job well done ladies! I have no doubt the anticipation for the
2010 conference is extremely high. Let the creative ideas begin
to flow and we look forward to seeing you all again next year.

Lunch was fabulous

Deanna Dean
Tullawong State High School

Think and explore your mind

What fun!
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Pre-conference seminar

Second-hand fashion: the reinvention of
old clothing into new trends
by Sydney presenter Margot Riley
This year’s pre-conference seminar, held at the Diana Plaza Hotel
on Friday 7 August, had a creativity and sustainability approach with
the enthralling fashion historian, Margot Riley, from the State Library
of NSW. Margot delivered an illustrated presentation Second-hand
fashion: the reinvention of old clothing into new trends.
The presentation took us on a historical journey through Australia’s
second-hand clothing industry. From its simple beginnings for those
who simply could not afford anything else, to today when many
people choose to wear second-hand clothing so that they can be
stylists in their own right and create outfits that exhibit individuality,
authenticity and meaning.
Using absolutely fabulous illustrations, and obviously passionate
about her topic, Margot explored how second-hand clothing
has become a statement of how we can be ultra chic, shabby
chic, vintage and in fact, downright glamorous at the same time
as supporting sustainable textiles futures. The challenge lies in
finding ways to be cunning with clothes, using your
imagination to customize existing wardrobe items and
second-hand garments—recutting and restyling them

to create unique, on-trend looks. The second-hand couturier ‘little
black dress’ shop in Paris sparked much interest.
Margot concluded by reinforcing that second-hand clothes are the
only sustainable dressing option currently available to all classes of
Australians, being accessible along a social continuum that stretches
from budget-conscious op-shoppers and style-hungry fashionistas
through to vintage-couture wearing celebrities. She illustrated her
point by revealing a number of vintage ‘show and tell’ pieces that
she brought along—including her beautiful Chanel quilted lambskin
2.55 hand bag from the 1950s, the gorgeous heels she was
wearing, a hand-blown glass necklace from a deceased estate, and
her stunning 1950’s royal navy silk cocktail gown sourced from a
Sydney Vintage Boutique, and worn previously by Cate Blanchett
for a magazine shoot!
Thank you to students Fiona Gunthorpe and Louise Borg for
organising the pre-conference seminar and graduate function.

Presenter Margot
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Sustainable Fashion And Textiles
New Resource

Sustainable Fashion and Textiles brings together, for the first time, information
about lifecycle environmental impacts of fashion and textiles, practical alternatives,
design concepts and social innovation. It challenges existing ideas about the scope
and potential of sustainable fashion and textiles and sets out a broader, more
interconnected and forward-looking picture, drawing on ideas of human needs,
industrial ecology, speed and rhythms, and participatory actions, as well as knowledge
of materials. The book is well illustrated with textile and fashion photographs, graphs
and tables. It not only adds to understanding, it also presents practical information for
textile and fashion practitioners. Each chapter combines long- and short-term solutions
that deal with making changes to industry as it exists today, whilst articulating a new
vision for the sector based on sustainability principles. Arranged in two sections, the
first four chapters represent key stages of the lifecycle: material cultivation/
extraction; production; use; and, disposal. The remaining four chapters
are conceptual and far-reaching, concerned with altering the scale and
nature of consumption, and addressing wide ranging issues including:
fashion; human needs; localism; services; shared products; creative
participation; fast and slow clothes. While each of these chapters
are complete in and of themselves, their real value comes from what
they represent together: innovative ways of thinking about textiles and
garments based on sustainability values and an interconnected approach
to design.
For queries please email heia@heia.com.au
ORDER FORM
Upon payment this becomes your Tax Invoice ABN 89 610 419 939
Payment is paid by cheque to HEIA Inc. or by credit card
(Mastercard or Visa only)
Mail to HEIA Inc. PO Box 779 Jamison Centre MACQUARIE ACT 2614

Description

Cost
(incl. GST and postage)

Sustainable Fashion and
Textiles
By Kate Fletcher
ISBN 978-1-84407-481-5

No. of Copies

Total Cost

$74.95

Name
Company/School
Address
State
Phone

Postcode

Email

I enclose a cheque for the above amount payable to HEIA Inc. or
Please charge my

 Mastercard

 Visa

Name on card
Card number
Signature on card

Expiry date:

/
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HEIA(Q) Teacher Excellence Awards
Congratulations Renae and Margaret
At the recent state conference, HEIA(Q) had the pleasure of awarding
Margaret Duncan and Renae Bradbury the 2009 Home Economics
Teacher Excellence Award. Our congratulations go to these two worthy
recipients whose contribution to home economics education has been
recognised and valued by their colleagues.

About Margaret Duncan
Margaret, from Loreto College, Coorparoo, is recognised for her leadership
in generating renewed interest in, and genuine value for home economics
within her school community. She is passionate and inspirational with
delivery of student-centred pedagogy, and challenges students to consider
novel perspectives and ensures that they are equipped with the life skills
necessary to counter injustices and advocate for well being.

Renae Bradbury (L) and Margaret Duncan

In addition, Margaret is a participant in the Queensland Studies Authority
Home Economics Syllabus Rewrite Committee, Panel Chair for Home
Economics in the Brisbane East region and has recently taken on the role of HEIA(Q) representative on the HEIA Public Health Standing
Committee. In amongst this, Margaret has managed to produce a text book, a food studies resource suitable for use in lower high
school.
Her intense passion for home economics, her dedication and enthusiasm, her professional commitment to her school and wider community
make Margaret a worthy recipient of the Home Economics Teacher Excellence Award.

Margaret’s response:
It is a great honour to both receive this award and be acknowledged by your peers. I love being a Home Economics teacher and
am grateful to the HEIA(Q) for the opportunities to network, conference and attend professional development over the years. Such
experiences have enabled me to stay current with our discipline and related syllabi. I would like to thank the HEIA(Q) committee
and my colleagues at Loreto College.

About Renae Bradbury
Renae is described as approachable, supportive and encouraging by her colleagues and students from Mt St Michael’s College, Ashgrove.
She has implemented programs in her school that are responsive to the changing needs of young women in today’s diverse society. These
programs are innovative and inspirational. Renae is extremely organised and efficient and her dedication to students goes well beyond
the classroom.
Further to Renae’s commitment to home economics education, she has been part of a team of young professionals who took part in
an HEIA(Q) project to develop quality assessment tasks for the Queensland curriculum. She has also co-presented at the HEIA 2007
national biennial conference in Sydney. Renae was recently involved in the review of FoodChoices and was secretary of HEIA(Q) from
2006–2008.
A quote from a colleague was, “I am honoured to work with such a professional, wonderful woman who brings so much to home
economics.”
Congratulations Renae on this recognition of your commitment to the
home economics profession.

Renae’s response:
In facilitating this Excellence Award HEIA(Q) supports not only the
individual teacher but the broader profession as well. Being recognised
amongst peers is certainly rewarding; however, it continues to be the
congratulations from staff and students at Mt St Michael’s College that
ultimately works towards the renewed value and positive perception
of Home Economics in our community. The 2009 State Conference
was certainly a proud and memorable day for me and, like every year,
it continues to be a day that solidifies the motivation and passion I
have for my job.
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Renae responding after receiving her award
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Welcome to the 2009 QUT
Home Economics Graduands
In recent years, the event organised
by HEIA(Q) to welcome the new QUT
graduands to the profession has been
exclusively for the graduands. This year
it was decided that the event should be
designed to allow the graduands and
practising teachers an opportunity to
network. The pre-conference seminar
Second-hand fashion: the reinvention of
old clothing into new trends was an ideal
opportunity for this to happen.
The QUT graduands were presented at
the conclusion of the seminar. They were
introduced by president Kylie King and
presented with a ‘show bag’ of resources
to support them in their new role. Alice
Newton responded on behalf of the
graduands, with her enthusiasm and
confidence assuring the practising teachers
at the seminar that we can look forward to
a group of very professional young people
about to join our ranks.
Following the presentations, all who
attended adjourned to the courtyard of the
Diana Plaza Hotel for networking over drinks

QUT 2009 BEd (Home Economics) graduands being welcomed to the
profession by President Kylie King (L)

and nibbles. As one graduand commented
“We thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity
to witness Margot’s presentation, to be
welcomed into the home economics
profession and to meet some of the
many faces we will encounter during our
careers as Home Economics teachers in
Queensland. The evening has inspired me,
as I am sure it has many others, to think
of ways I can be more sustainable and
creative in my future textiles classrooms

and incorporate second-hand clothing
as the basis for recommissioning dated
dresses in fabulous frocks.”
Of course both graduands and practising
teachers took the opportunity to try and
secure a ‘good fit’ for those graduands
seeking a position, and those teachers
seeking to fill one. Maybe this event will
become the unofficial ‘Home Economics
Job Search’!

Information about Masters and Doctoral Study
in the Faculty of Education, QUT
Interested in getting started on a research project and upgrading your professional qualifications? The Faculty of Education, QUT, has
just the course for you:
• For beginner researchers with good results in a four-year Bachelor of Education (or equivalent), we have the Master of Education
(Research). To help you develop the skills you need to plan and write your thesis you begin with two research methodology
units.
• For those who have acquired knowledge and know-how in their professional capacity we have the Doctor of Education. With a
four-year Bachelor of Education (or equivalent) and experience in your profession you are ready to make a research contribution to
your field. The Doctor of Education allows you to investigate in depth an area of your expertise. The three study schools you attend
on campus are a solid preparation for the implementation of your research and the writing of your thesis.
• Broad in scope and theoretical in focus, the Doctor of Philosophy is awarded for an original and substantial contribution to
knowledge. In researching and writing your thesis on an issue of significance to your field, you hone the critical ability and powers of
imagination and synthesis developed in your First Class or Second Class (Division A) Honours or Masters by Research degree.
The QUT research courses are currently free for domestic students, with all domestic Higher Degree Research students benefitting from
the Commonwealth Government’s Research Training Scheme. International students should email sbs.fees@qut.edu.au to enquire
about fees. Some tax-free scholarships are available to support living expenses during Masters or Doctoral study. See http://www.
ed.qut.edu.au/research/hdr/scholarships/ for details.
For further information
• Visit the Faculty Research website at http://education.qut.edu.au/research/ for information about researchers and research areas
in the Faculty of Education.
• Contact the Faculty Research Administration Officer, Mary Clowes by phone on (07) 3138 5448 or by email at m.clowes@qut.
edu.au
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Daring to dream: Social justice
through home economics
A report on the national HEIA conference, Darwin, July 2009
What an inspirational destination to hold the 2009 HEIA biennial
conference ‘Daring to dream’. The venue of Darwin High School,
which overlooks the Arafura Sea, provided the perfect place for
us to engage in serious conversation on topical issues relevant to
home economists, and to contemplate and dream about how we
could address the multitude of injustices that exist in our society.
The journey began for some with a pre-conference tour and
workshops. The early morning cruise on Yellow Waters saw
delegates come face to face with jabirus, crocodiles, a multitude
of birdlife, feral pigs and wild horses. What a spectacle to behold
for the Australians, as well as the visitors from Carolina, USA,
England and Scotland. Who could forget the special time spent
with Violet Lawson at the Warradjan Cultural Centre trying out our
skill stripping palm fronds and making twine for string baskets?
Violet made it look so easy! The climb up Ubirr provided us
with an awesome panorama of the floodplains of Kakadu, while
the aboriginal rock art bought home the connection that our
indigenous forefathers and current generations have with the land.
Throwing spears, playing the didgeridoo and eating traditionally
cooked food at the Kakadu Cultural Camp added to the cultural
experience. On the way back to Darwin a visit to Tropiculture
allowed us to sample fruits unique to the tropical north. These
left our taste buds tingling and completed a sensational three-day
tour of the Top End.
Some of the Queensland delegates heading off to
the second day of conferencing

Pre-conference workshops allowed delegates an opportunity to
engage in a range of experiences. Steve Sunk, a Northern Territory
chef who has worked extensively with remote indigenous youth
to improve their health status and employability, conducted
a ‘hands-on’ workshop that saw participants prepare and taste
a range of local produce and bush foods. Jimmy Shu, also a
renowned chef, had participants selecting seasonal local produce
from the market, which they then prepared for their lunch! For
those seeking a textile experience, Jillian Thompson had everyone
busy creating a fabulous fabric using layers of colour, thickened
dyes and lustre paints.
The three-day conference opened with an address from Reverend
Tim Costello AO. His speech reflected on the global nature of
social injustice and the effect it has on the daily lives of the world’s
majority by impacting on health, living conditions, education and
empowerment. He cited dislocation from land, slave labour,
eradication of cultural values, gender inequality, escalation of
conflict, and climate change as factors contributing to social
injustice. Through his thought-provoking speech he reminded us
that even at a local level our actions can make a positive global
impact. He left us with the question “How can you create global
citizens in your students?”
Other keynote speakers included Dr Martin Caraher who
challenged us to think globally but eat locally, and Dr Alice

Cooking with Jimmy Shu

On tour before the conference

A snapshot of comments from the Queensland delegates

I was inspired by so many
Australians living their daily working
lives to improve social justice issues.
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Shanaka Fernando, of Melbourne’s Lentil as
Anything was inspirational as he talked about his
not-for-profit restaurant, an excellent exa mple of
social justice.
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onference

Added to this were workshops that explored a range of social
justice issues, ethical employment and sustainable practices;
others increased our awareness of nutritional reference values
and mandatory fortification of foods, encouraged us to use ICTs
in promoting health, and considered the essential cooking skills
required in a skills-based healthy eating program.
The balmy Darwin evenings drew delegates together to meet
and socialise in a range of settings, from the greeting to country
by the Beswick Mob at the Darwin Ski Club, the famous Mindil
Beach sunset markets, and the conference dinner at Pee Wee’s
on the Point. All of these were ocean side and provided the most
spectacular sunsets as a backdrop.
Violet making string from palm fronds

Ammerman who encouraged us to take chances, make mistakes
and get messy (aka Miss Frizzle) in our promotion of healthy
eating practices, physical activity and public health concerns. She
identified local sustainable food systems that are accessible to
all as a means of addressing public health problems such as
obesity and environmental degradation. Professor Alan Reid
entertained us with a critical look at how the government is
performing on the Education Reform, and connected with the
educators in the audience when he rated the government on
an A–E scale on five criteria (overall the Rudd government got
a ‘C’). Alan also encouraged HEIA and its members to continue
their advocacy with the national curriculum developers (ACARA)
for the rightful place of home economics in the curriculum. Sue
Thomas explored social justice issues from a textile perspective.
The key social justice issues of child labour, sweat shops, and
outsourcing preceded a visual demonstration, and sometimes
disturbing exploration, of the issues of racism, sexism, sizeism,
ageism, intellectual and cultural copyright, and animal and planet
rights in the fashion industry.
Welcome celebrations

The presence of so many young home
economics professionals gave the
conference a special buzz.

Our congratulations go to Dr Donna Pendergast on being
made a Fellow of HEIA, recognising her contribution to home
economics.
We could go on for pages relating our stories …… but simply, if
you are ever in the position to attend a national conference ……
do so. It is an uplifting experience that revitalises and invigorates
you to continue to be passionate in what we do to promote the
wellbeing of individuals and families within the communities we
live in.

Finally
What a fabulous conference, a superb venue, outstanding preconference activities and plentiful opportunities to meet home
economists from all states and territories of Australia as well as
the international visitors. To the HEIA(NT) committee from the
Queensland delegates: we thank you for ‘Daring to dream’.
Vicki Potter
Robina State High School
Donna Pendergast with Queensland colleagues at the
fellowship presentation

An added bonus to a most inspirational conference were the
comments from the keynote speakers—they were almost
unanimous in that they were as inspired and excited at
what they learnt about home economics and its role in society
as we were at listening to them.
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Working a creative classroom—Fabulous felt
Reports from around the regions

The ‘Fabulous felt’ workshop has been run in another five regions in the July to September period: Rockhampton, Darling Downs, Brisbane
North, Brisbane West and Townsville. Unfortunately the workshops in Roma and the Gold Coast had to be cancelled due to insufficient
delegates to make them viable. This report comes from the Darling Downs and Brisbane North regions.

Darling Downs

Eleven women from a very wide area of Southern Queensland
attended the Darling Downs Working a creative classroom—
Fabulous felt workshop. On arrival, enthusiasm was high with
the interest of the unknown apparent. Few were confident
after our tutor, Sue Going, delivered her introduction and task
for the day. It initially sounded easy, but for some, feeling the
lack of creative prowess for the task seemed to be a challenge
for a Saturday.
However, everyone soon got involved in the hands-on task and
thoroughly enjoyed the close interaction with, and the ability to
feed off, others. The expertise of Sue Going enabled us all to
complete our fabulous scarves within the time frame—it was
difficult to get participants away from their work for lunch, they
were so keen to finish. Despite the initial reaction, everyone
was suitably impressed and proud of their efforts and was
delighted to have a completed project to take home.
Throughout the sessions, Sue introduced various techniques
and skills that could be used in the classroom, enabling
participants to see the value of developing creative work units
in their curriculum.
Overall, the feeling of the day was that it went all too quickly,
interest was high in being able to pursue further techniques
at an advanced workshop and the presentation was very
informative, friendly and extremely useful to the participants.
Nerelle Goodwin, Assumption College, Warwick
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Brisbane North

On 13 August many teachers enjoyed ‘Show Holiday’ in Brisbane
North District. However, 19 enthusiastic Home Economics teachers
gave up their time to attend the ‘Felting’ workshop at Northside
Christian College, some travelling from as far away as Murgon. We
began the day with casual chatter, a coffee and an examination of
an impressive display of felting pieces and resources set up by our
instructor, Sue Going.
After hearing about the process of felting, and receiving our
instructions, our creativity was allowed to flourish. Each teacher
became the student and we enjoyed a positive atmosphere, feeling
rather special when quite a few of the Northside Christian College
staff dropped by to investigate what we were up to, with many
wanting to join us.

Choosing colours and decorations! Which process would we use?
Decisions, decisions! Oh what fun!! The most enjoyable part was
looking at everyone’s finished product and how different each piece
was.
To top off a great workshop, Northside’s resident chef prepared a
magnificent feast for us, creating another opportunity to chat and
enjoy such a positive day. Thank you to Sue Going for showing us
the finer details of felting and her many ideas to implement this
craft in our classrooms. Also thanks to Yve, Leonie, Leanne and the
team from Northside Christian College for a well-organized day.
Julie Nash, Mt Alvernia College
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HEIA(Q) 2009 Professional Development Program

Wrokshop 1
Workshop

Wrokshop 2
Workshop

Working a creative classroom—Fabulous felt
Presenter: Sue Going
This one-day workshop combines the theoretical underpinnings
of creativity with hands-on development of skills in felt-making.
Cost incl. GST
Members:
$115.00 ($95.00 + $20.00 materials fee)
Non-members
$160.00 ($140.00 + $20.00 materials fee)
Morning tea and lunch are provided

FoodChoices curriculum resource—So what’s new?
Presenter: Janet Reynolds
This 2-hour workshop explores the new features of the recently
revised FoodChoices, including some background on the
changes—for example, Nutrient Reference Values and what they
mean for the Home Economics classroom.
Cost incl. GST
Members: $22.00
Non-members: $33.00
Afternoon tea will be provided

Workshop 1, Term 4 dates and venues
Sunshine Coast
Saturday 17 October
9.00 am–3.30 pm
Mountain Creek SHS, Lady Musgrave Drive, Mountain Creek

Workshop 2, Term 4 Dates and venues
No FoodChoices workshops are currently scheduled for Term 4.
If you would like to host a FoodChoices workshop for your area
please contact your regional coordinator or Yve Rutch as below.

Mackay
Saturday 24 October
9.00 am–3.30 pm
Mackay North SHS, Valley Street, Mackay North

For further Workshop information

For further information regarding workshop content, contact Yve Rutch by email at rutchy@northside.org.au or by telephone on 07 3353 1266 .
For questions regarding registration, contact Denise McManus by email at zzdmcman@westnet.com.au or by telephone at 07 3865 1401.

FoodChoices curriculum resource—So what’s new?
The release of the newly revised FoodChoices in January this year
prompted HEIA(Q) to offer ‘on-demand’ workshops to enable
members to explore the new features of the resource. To date,
there have been four workshops— Mackay, Hervey Bay, Caboolture
and Brisbane North—all very well attended. The consensus from the
workshop delegates has been that the resource is fabulous, and the
workshop is excellent, enabling teachers to get the best out of the
resource.
A number of delegates had previously purchased FoodChoices the
IT Way, the first edition of the resource. The upgrade was seen
to be more user friendly, with updated nutritional information
and included a wide variety of tasks useful in the classroom and
curriculum, with comments like:
•

This is a wonderful resource.

•
•
•

The workshop is a hands-on workshop, with delegate numbers
pitched so that each person has a computer to use. Delegates
engage with the program at their own pace, with the presenter giving
the instructions in such a way that they can go at an easy pace or
race ahead. Presenter Jan Reynolds said “I think that, despite all
the hype about online professional development, sometimes
it is just easier and more interesting to have someone out the
front explaining it and responding to questions as they arise.”
The delegates seemed in tune with this sentiment, with comments
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FoodChoices workshop at Caboolture State High School
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Excellent program—I’ve never used this program before and
found it very useful and informative.
Great visuals and examples.
Great program.

Easy to follow instructions – even for us who are low in IT
skills.
Loved hands-on tasks.
Real situations discussed/suggested for use in the classroom.
Totally relevant—an inspiring session.
Easy to follow step by step, but allowed for self navigation and
independent learning.
Willingness of presenter to spend time addressing questions
raised concerning related topics, and sharing wealth of
knowledge.
Great ideas for improving our subject.
Excellent PD. Great practical hands-on activities.
Made me more confident to use it in the workshop. Thanks,
Jan.
Easy nature of presenter (Jan) - at a good pace for everyone
to keep up with.
SEPTEMBER 2009

Draft Senior Home Economics Syllabus
HEIA(Q) response
As many of you are aware the Senior Home Economics Syllabus is under review, resulting in a minor rewrite.

Background
The online survey conducted at the end of 2008 indicated that the current syllabus was well accepted, that ‘not much was wrong’, and that
is was important to maintain or increase flexibility and ensure seamless progression. The focus was to remain on wellbeing of individuals
and families.
In February 2009 the Health and Physical Education Subject Advisory Committee (HPE SAC) was informed of the brief for the subcommittee/ writing team. Discussion was vigorous about the difference between and overlap in the Senior Health Education and Senior
Home Economics syllabi, with Health Education considered to be examining external factors that impact on family health, whereas Home
Economics explores factors that are internal to the family.
The May 2009 meeting of the HPE SAC was cancelled due to weather conditions. However, committee members were asked to review
the draft at that point in time and submit comments.

HEIA(Q)’s response
The following is a summary of the HEIA(Q) response to the first draft as at May 2009. It was prepared
by Sue Going, HEIA(Q)’s representative on the SAC, following consultation with the HEIA(Q) Committee of
Management.
•

•

•

Generally, a leaner, meaner syllabus is supported, provided that appropriate
support materials are put on the website. This is essential given that new teachers
to Year 11/12 teaching may not have much experience.

The hierarchy of the different ‘components’ of the syllabus needs to be scrutinised. In this syllabus we have:
Global aims; General objectives; Key concepts; Key ideas; Contexts; and Perspectives. The differences and links
are not at all obvious. When planning a course of study, or a unit of work, teachers have to pull all these together,
including the ‘organising principles’. In the first draft, all the above components seem disjointed in the way they
are presented. It would be useful to present these sequentially so that the differences and similarities are easy
to follow. A diagram would be useful to show the linkages. All components should be described sequentially and
then the course organisation should show how to pull them all together. If the above components are presented
sequentially, it might be easier to see how they fit together—and indeed if there are too many components and/or
if they overlap. Further confusion arises because what are called ‘key concepts’ in the current syllabus are called
‘key ideas’ in the new draft syllabus. The difference between these terms needs to be established and then the
home economics concepts and ideas written accordingly

Whilst acknowledging that this is a minor revision, the opportunity to upgrade the syllabus to a modern, forwardthinking document has not thus far been taken. It is very pedestrian and a ‘90’s’ document. Not only do some
additional ‘key ideas’ and ‘perspectives’ need to be added, the whole flavour of the document needs to be more vital,
modern and forward-thinking. A cut and paste of the current syllabus is a missed opportunity. There is no sense of,
for example, empowerment, sustainable futures, globalisation, ethical practice, the digital world or ever-changing and
ever-challenging environments for individuals and families. It currently gives the feel of solving problems as opposed to
being proactive and transformative in forging preferred futures. Incorporating these ideas does not necessitate a major
revision; they can easily be incorporated into a minor revision. Failure to do this will result in a 1990s’ document trying
to take the profession through to about 2020.
•

More particular comments were made to specific elements of the document, including the
use of specific words or terms.

By the meeting of the August 2009 HPE SAC, many of the above matters had been addressed. However, not all points had been
addressed and further amendments are needed for a crisper, more forward-thinking document. HEIA(Q) will continue to provide feedback
to the Queensland Studies Authority, and individual members are encouraged to do the same.
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HEIA(Q)’s submission to the Chronic Disease
Inquiry of the Social Development Committee
of the Queensland Parliament
The Social Development Committee of the Queensland Parliament, chaired by Ms Lindy Nelson-Carr MP, is a select committee established
23rd April 2009 to monitor and report on issues in the policy areas of health, education and training, social welfare services, community
development, housing, child safety, and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Policy. HEIA(Q) was invited to make a submission to the
Committee’s inquiry into chronic disease in Queensland. The committee invited submissions addressing one, some or all of the terms of
reference (see below) and commenting on any of the listed proposals as well as any other suggestions on how to reduce the incidence
of chronic disease in Queensland communities.

Terms of Reference
The Parliament ordered the Committee to inquire into and report on the impact of chronic diseases on communities and the steps that
can be taken to reduce its incidence. In undertaking the inquiry, the Committee is to consider:
1. programs that can help communities embrace healthier lifestyles
2. potential enhancements to service delivery, particularly improvements that foster coordinated approaches and which focus on
prevention and early intervention
3. the impact of potential investment in new and innovative research focused on chronic disease prevention
4. programs that can encourage children and young people to develop and maintain individual responsibility for their own health and
wellbeing throughout their adult lives.
The committee is to report to the Legislative Assembly by Friday, 29 January 2010.
The website www.parliament.qld.gov.au/sdc provides further information about the Social Development Committee and includes all the
submissions related to the chronic disease inquiry,

HEIA(Q)’s submission
About the Home Economics Institute of Australia (Qld)
The Home Economics Institute of Australia (Qld) Inc. is a Division of the national peak professional association for home economics in
Australia — the Home Economics Institute of Australia Inc. The Queensland Division of the Institute supports the mission of the profession
in Australia — that is, to educate, inform, and to act as an advocate to government, industry and the community for families and households,
so that individuals can make informed choices in order to enhance their everyday living. In supporting these missions, the Queensland
Division provides leadership in and advocacy for, in particular, effective school-based education related to the wellbeing of individuals and
families in their everyday living, especially in the area of food and nutrition education.
The Queensland Division has over 600 members. The members include professionals from a range of settings. However, the dominant
professional status is that linked with formal school-based home economics education. This includes practising teachers, curriculum officers
and tertiary lecturers. This core of home economics educators is complemented by a small but important group of home economics
professionals who work in community organisations such as public health, nutrition and consumer affairs.
The Division is proactive in promoting the health of young people and their families through the education setting. It offers conferences,
seminars and resources to support members in their work.

Terms of Reference
This submission is concerned with steps that can be taken to enhance the nutritional health of young people and their families, and in turn
contribute to a reduction in the incidence of chronic disease. Hence, although the submission ranges across all four terms of reference, it is
particularly relevant to Term 4: Programs that can encourage children and young people to develop and maintain individual
responsibility for their own health and wellbeing throughout their adult lives.

Enhancing diet and reducing the incidence of chronic disease
With regard to tackling the many nutrition-related health problems such as cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, osteoporosis and
obesity, nutrition education in schools plays a key role. This is in conjunction with changes to the supply, labelling and marketing of food. It
is widely recognised that messages promoting the dietary guidelines for healthy eating are preferable to those that focus on ‘the problems’.
Education related to these messages needs to address all sectors of the population, including young Australians.
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Many of our young Australians live in well-intentioned but often misinformed environments, where a lack of and/or incorrect nutrition
information plays out in eating behaviours that are not health-promoting. They live in a consumer culture fuelled by rampant advertising
of unhealthy foods, where everyday practices are sabotaged by the, some would say unethical, practices of some sections of the media
and corporate enterprises. Schools alone cannot turn this around but they have a pivotal role to play.
Effective school-based nutrition education
Knowledge about nutrition is a necessary, but by itself insufficient, dimension of nutrition education. Processes and approaches are
needed that empower young people with the motivation and skills to be well-informed and proactive consumers who are able to make
personal health-promoting decisions as well as advocating for healthy choices to be easy choices. Our teachers need to understand
such processes and approaches, and help young people tackle issues such as the media, body image, fad diets and fast food. Nutrition
needs to be seen from a young person’s perspective, rather than imposing adult priorities and decision-making approaches. Teachers
need to understand and work with the multiple and complex relationships that the new generation experiences, including the impacts
of, and sometimes exploitation by electronic, corporate and global connections.
In addition, it is critical that young people have the skills and enthusiasm to prepare healthy food. It is well documented that many of
the current cohort of young parents have very few practical food skills and are relying on processed, packaged and take-away food to
the extent that the health of their families is in jeopardy. A thoughtful school-based program can develop these skills not only in the
students but also in their carers.
Strong and coherent messages are required for teachers, parents and those who work with schools so that there can be a whole-school
approach to nutrition education.
The Home Economics Institute of Australia and school-based nutrition education
The Home Economics Institute of Australia has a strong history in nutrition education. For example it has:
• organised a comprehensive nutrition education program in Queensland that involved a two-day conference as well as regional oneday workshops (2007)
• published a modern and comprehensive text for school students: Nutrition—The inside story (2003, 2008)
• worked with Xyris Software to develop the resource FoodChoices (2009)
• developed and implemented for the Commonwealth government Phase 2 of the National Nutrition Education in Schools project
(1997).
It has also developed a position paper related to food advertising to children, and made a submission on this topic to Queensland
Health. This and similar actions are reflective of the Institute’s concern about how the supply and promotion of certain foodstuffs
undermines the efforts of families, schools and other government and public agencies to encourage healthy eating.
The Institute would welcome the opportunity to use its expertise to work with and advise the government on how to invest in
strengthening school-based nutrition education with a view to helping prevent chronic health problems. This area of education is
currently under threat whilst governments at state and federal levels focus on English, Science and Mathematics.

Summary of what is specifically needed

The specific school-based strategies that the Institute advocates and is able to advise on and/or implement include the following.
• School-based food and nutrition education, including practical food preparation classes, must be compulsory for all Queensland
students. Whilst the current Essential Learnings allow for this, they are also vague enough for learning related to food and nutrition
to be covered in a superficial way and without an appropriate approach that encourages health-promoting behaviours. Rigorous,
empowerment, action-oriented approaches to school-based nutrition education should be compulsory. These are best delivered
by the classroom teacher in primary schools and the Home Economics teacher in secondary schools. In secondary schools, Home
Economics teachers see food and nutrition education as their core business, unlike areas such as Health and Physical Education
or Biology teachers. In addition, Home Economics teachers are able to complement theoretical understandings with practical food
preparation. Good nutritional health is a result of the food that goes into the mouth, and not a result of knowledge about food.
Home Economics teachers are ideally placed to integrate these two fundamental aspects of good food and nutrition education.
• Practical classes in food preparation are essential to enable all students to develop skills in preparing nutritious, quick, modern,
appealing and cost effective meals for themselves. In the United Kingdom there are plans to make cooking classes compulsory for
students. It should be noted that the current Stephanie Alexander school gardens program is expensive and as such not inclusive
for all schools and students. Further, it is not necessary for schools to have expensive programs such as this one in order to offer
quality food and nutrition programs.
• Seed funding to the Home Economics Institute of Australia would enable the Institute to develop a cookery book for use in schools
to support dynamic, healthy and safe practical food classes in the context of the school environment. The Institute has a proud
history of developing modern, appealing resources for use with students. It has on its agenda a commitment to develop such a
book but is looking for seed funding to assist with the initial print run.
• Professional development programs for primary and secondary teachers of nutrition education are essential to help them plan,
deliver and assess action-oriented, empowerment approaches within the context of the recently released Essential Learnings
curriculum for Queensland schools. Building teacher capacity to deliver effective nutrition education grounded in empowerment,
action-oriented approaches is necessary to help all young people join the cohort that is already reaping the benefits of a healthy
lifestyle.
• A bank of curriculum programs/teaching units and resources would enhance the quality teaching of nutrition education.
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National curriculum:
Review and update
Many home economics professionals are concerned about the
future of Home Economics in the new national curriculum, often
reflecting similar concerns to educators in other learning areas.
Currently, national curriculum is being developed in English,
Mathematics, Science and History. The next subject areas to be
considered are The Arts, Geography and Languages. ACARA is
to report to MYCEETYA in October 2009 on the approach that
will be taken to Health and Physical Education, ICT, Design and
Technology, Economics, Business and Civics and Citizenship. As
this is a national issue, representation for Home Economics will
be made by the national Education Standing Committee of HEIA,
with input from all Divisions. Plans and strategies are currently
being discussed as to the best way to advocate for Home
Economics.
This article serves to provide some background to the national
curriculum and what is currently happening. It also reports on
some of the consultations, to which all stakeholders are invited,
and not just those involved with English, Mathematics, Science
and History.
Background
In April 2008 Deputy Prime Minister, Julia Gillard, welcomed
Professor Barry McGaw AO, Chair of the Interim National
Curriculum Board, Mr Tony Mackay, Deputy Chair, and other Board
members to its historic inaugural meeting held in Canberra. The
Interim Board comprised representatives from each of the States
and Territories, and three representatives from the Catholic and
Independent schools sectors.
The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority
(ACARA) Board was announced in May 2009, taking the place
of the Interim National Curriculum Board. Professor Barry McGaw
AO is the Chair of the Board and Mr Tony Mackay is the Deputy
Chair. It is responsible for:
• a national curriculum from Kindergarten to Year 12 in specified
learning areas
• a national assessment program aligned to the national
curriculum
• a national data collection and reporting program.
The national curriculum development process consists of four
stages:
1. Curriculum Framing Stage
Development of a broad outline of the K–12 curriculum for
each learning area
2. Curriculum Writing Stage
Development of the K–12 curriculum for each learning area
3. Implementation Stage
Schools use the curriculum for teaching and learning
4. Evaluation and Review Stage
Data collection on the use of the curriculum, and review of
curriculum and modification as appropriate
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Summary of developments to date
National forum to discuss key
questions about shaping Australia’s
curriculum. Initial ideas were then built
on at forums held in each state and
territory (June – November 2008).
Lead writers appointed to support
August 2008
writing initial advice papers.
Small expert advisory groups including
12 September–
lead writers met to support the
3 October 2008
development of the draft initial advice
papers.
13–18 October 2008 Initial advice papers discussed at
national forums. Nominated teacher
professional association groups met
to support lead writers to shape the
direction of framing papers following
consultation at national forums.
20 November 2008 Framing papers for national curriculum
in English, Mathematics, Science and
History released for consultation.
Framing papers proposed broad
directions for what teachers should
teach and young people should
learn in the national curriculum from
Kindergarten to Year 12.
Consultation on framing papers
28 February 2009
closed. Consultation reports
developed for Board endorsement.
Publications for shaping Australia’s
6 May 2009
curriculum released.
-- The Shape of the Australian
Curriculum
-- The Shape of the Australian
Curriculum: English
-- The Shape of the Australian
Curriculum: Mathematics
-- The Shape of the Australian
Curriculum: Science
-- The Shape of the Australian
Curriculum: History
The writing of the curriculum for
12–15 May 2009
the four learning areas began with
induction of English, Mathematics,
Science and History curriculum writers
and advisory panel members.
Induction of cross-curriculum panels
6–7 July 2009
for equity and diversity and stages of
schooling.
Briefings for states and territories on
27 July–
curriculum development progress.
7 August 2009
Targeted consultation in states
10 August–
and territories on draft scope and
4 September 2009
sequence of curriculum.
27 June 2008
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It is intended that from January to April 2010 there will be
consultation on draft curriculum documents for English,
Mathematics, Science and History. The national curriculum
documents will be published in digital and print form in 2010
(June–July for K-10, and July–September for Senior years
curriculum).
HEIA(Q)’s involvement in the national curriculum
developments
Representatives of HEIA(Q) have attended, with varying degrees
of frustration, a number of consultation meetings that have been
held in Brisbane. The frustrations have arisen in that, despite the
sessions typically being called ‘consultation’ sessions, the voices
of the stakeholders are not heard.
2009 ACARA Stakeholders Briefing Session in Brisbane
About 100 people attended from various professional associations,
parent and citizen associations, Queensland Studies Authority
(QSA), and various universities. The audience sat in groups of
about eight, with a QSA note taker assigned to each table to take
notes to return feedback to ACARA. HEIA(Q) was represented by
President Kylie King and Treasurer Debbie Cain.
The document entitled The Shape of the Australian Curriculum
was distributed to attendees. It listed ten capabilities that the
national curriculum will cover: literacy, numeracy, ICT, thinking
skills, creativity, self-management, teamwork, intercultural
understanding, ethical behaviour, and social competence.
ACARA Board member, Queenslander and former Assistant
Director-General Lesley Englert, acknowledged that there are
many challenges ahead. For example, Year 7 is considered primary
school in some states and high school in others and children start
school at varying ages from state to state.

ACARA officer, Rob Randall, discussed challenges faced by ACARA
during the development process and provided timelines for the
planning, curriculum development, consultation and publication
of documents. He indicated that there are writers and publishers
working on the documents for these subjects. Concerns were
raised about the point of consultation with teachers if it was
already at this stage.
He went on to explain how Achievement Standards will be
represented on a year-by-year level with statements of the
learning typically expected of students for that year. This step will
be the responsibility of each state. QSA will be responsible for the
assessment and certification for Queensland students. Students
will still receive an OP and QCE in Queensland and the HSC in
NSW etc.
Rob outlined how subjects not included in the national curriculum
will still be offered at a State level—for example, Extension English
or other strands of Science not listed in the National Curriculum.
Senior Home Economics seems to fit into this category from Rob
Randall’s description.
The audience expressed concerns about lack of consultation and
whether feedback is being listened to. Concerns were raised by
the Catholic Education group about when there will be time for
faith-based studies.
HEIA(Q)’s representatives approached Rob Randall at the
completion of the presentation to discuss the general position of
Home Economics. He seemed very receptive to continuing the
discussion about where Home Economics fitted in the big picture.
He provided his email address should HEIA wish to contact him
to discuss our specific situation further.
The audience was referred to the website www.acara.edu.au and
advised to register for e-updates for up-to-date developments.

APRONS

REMEMBER making an apron in Home Economics ??? Read on!
The principal use of Grandma’s apron was to protect the dress underneath,
because she only had a few, and it was easier to wash aprons than dresses.
And they used less material. But along with that, it served as a potholder
for removing hot pans from the oven.
It was wonderful for drying children’s tears, and on occasion
was even used for cleaning out dirty ears.
From the chicken coop, the apron was used for carrying eggs, fussy chicks,
and sometimes half-hatched eggs to be finished in the warming oven.
When company came, those aprons were ideal hiding places for shy kids.
And when the weather was cold, grandma wrapped it around her arms.
Those big old aprons wiped many a perspiring brow,
bent over the hot wood stove.
Chips and kindling wood were brought into the kitchen in that apron.

From the garden, it carried all sorts of vegetables.
After the peas had been shelled, it carried out the hulls.
In the fall, the apron was used to bring in apples that had fallen from the trees.
When unexpected company drove up the road, it was surprising how much
furniture that old apron could dust in a matter of seconds.
When dinner was ready, Grandma walked out onto the porch, waved her apron,
and the men knew it was time to come in from the fields to dinner.
It will be a long time before someone invents something that will
replace that ‘old-time apron’ that served so many purposes.
REMEMBER:
Grandma used to set her hot baked apple pies on the window sill to cool.
Her granddaughters set theirs on the window sill to thaw.
They would go crazy now trying to figure out how many
germs were on that apron.
I don’t think I ever caught anything from an apron!  
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Children’s Television Standards
Release of new standards:
Different sides of the same story

On 1 September 2009, the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) released its new Children’s Television Standards for
commercial television. The release of the standards had been much anticipated with vested interests by many stakeholder groups. Of particular
interest to home economics professionals is how the standards impact on food advertising to children. HEIA(Q) has actively campaigned to
the Queensland government on this issue, making a substantial submission in 2008 in response to the Queensland government’s invitation to
Queenslanders to ‘have our say’ about junk food advertising aimed at children through the medium of television. HEIA(Q)’s response strongly
supported banning junk food advertising, even in the hours outside what is typically considered children’s viewing time. This was based on
research that is showing that even for young children, the 7–8pm time slot is a very popular viewing time.
Inevitably the release of the standards has brought mixed reactions. This article reproduces three media releases in relation to the standards: from
ACMA, the Coalition on Junk Food Advertising to Children (of which HEIA is a member) and the Australian Food and Grocery Council.

ACMA releases new children’s television standards
Media release, 1 September 2009
The Australian Communications and Media Authority has released
new Children’s Television Standards for commercial television (the
standards) following a comprehensive review to ensure their continued
relevance and effectiveness. ‘The ACMA has reaffirmed the major
decisions included in its draft standards. Critically, Australian children
will continue to be uniquely catered for on commercial television
through the maintenance of quotas for children’s (C) and preschool
children’s (P) programs,’ said Chris Chapman, Chairman of the ACMA.
‘The new standards will now also make it possible for broadcasters
to create viewing destinations for children through the introduction of
block programming arrangements. This gives licensees the option of
broadcasting all C programming in minimum 60 minute periods on at
least two days per week to fulfil quota obligations,’ said Mr Chapman.
Advertising will continue to be banned during P programs while
advertising restrictions during C programs have been strengthened.
The use of popular characters in advertising during C programs is now
prohibited, unless the popular character is part of a toy or game, or part
of a general non-commercial campaign such as road safety.
The ACMA has decided to maintain its initial view not to implement
further general restrictions on food and beverage advertising under the
new standards. ‘The public debate about advertising of so-called junk
food on television, and indeed in other media, has been enlivened
and significantly advanced since the ACMA commenced this review.
As the ACMA has indicated previously, it is not a health body and
must rely on the evidence from the health research sector. The ACMA
concludes that the relative contribution of advertising to childhood
obesity is difficult to quantify and that a causal relationship between
these may not be possible to determine. However, there is currently
no consensus in the research that the ACMA is aware of as to whether
the association between food advertising and obesity is anything
more than the ‘modest’ association identified in the ACMA report that
accompanied the release of the draft standards. In addition, there is
only limited evidence about the benefits of banning food and beverage
advertising, as this is an area where research is only beginning to
emerge internationally and locally,’ Mr Chapman said.
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‘As required by legislation, the ACMA has taken into account the
impact of regulation on broadcasters. It remains the case that the
costs to broadcasters of any general ban on food advertising—made
necessary by the lack of an agreed, implemented, high fat/salt/sugar
food identification standard in Australia—would be significant. Without
greater confidence that such bans would have a direct and real benefit,
the ACMA considers that a general ban would be a blunt regulatory
intervention with uncertain results and significant costs to the sector,’
said Mr Chapman.
‘The ACMA welcomes recent industry initiatives to restrict advertising
to children to food that represents healthy dietary choices and will
monitor these initiatives over the next 12 months to gauge their
effectiveness. This remains an area of continuing interest for the
ACMA in determining if industry can adequately address community
concern without the need for additional government regulation. While
the ACMA has made decisions specifically in relation to the standards,
it recognises that the Australian Government, initially through its
Preventative Health Taskforce, is continuing to look at obesity as a
National Health Priority Area.’
‘The ACMA said at the outset of the review that it recognised that the
application of the standards in a future digital environment will be
different to their application in the current analog environment. For
example, the ACMA put forward a tradeable obligations scheme which
it considered likely to be more appropriate and provide better outcomes
for the child audience in a mature, multi-channel environment. Given
the recent pace of change in the digital environment, it may be useful
for industry to revisit this idea in the short term,’ Mr Chapman said.
The obligations under the new standards will commence on 1
January 2010, which will provide licensees and other affected industry
stakeholders with sufficient opportunity to prepare for significant
transitions, particularly in relation to strengthened provisions concerning
advertising.
The new standards, including a Final Report of the Review and
Explanatory Statement, are available on the ACMA’s website.
Media contact: Donald Robertson, Media Manager,
on (02) 9334 7980.
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Advertising to children scheme recognised by
watchdog
Australian Food and Grocery Council
Media release, 2 September 2009
The media watchdog’s decision not to ban food and beverage advertising
under new children’s TV standards has been welcomed by the nation’s
leading organisation representing food and grocery manufacturers, the
Australian Food and Grocery Council (AFGC). In its report on revised
Children’s Television Standards released yesterday, the Australian
Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) acknowledged the
important role of industry, which has responded successfully to
community concerns about food and beverage advertising with an
industry code.
AFGC has developed a self-regulation scheme called the Responsible
Children’s Marketing Initiative, which came into effect on January
1 2009. As part of the initiative, 16 leading food and beverage
manufacturers have committed not to advertise to children, unless
their products promoted healthy dietary choices and a healthy lifestyle
consistent with scientific standards or Australian standards.
AFGC Chief Executive Kate Carnell said industry acknowledged the
tightening up of the usage of popular personalities, cartoons and
program and movie characters during Children’s (C) programming.
‘We will work with ACMA to ensure that industry understands the
ramifications of the revised code,’ Ms Carnell said. ‘It’s encouraging
to see that ACMA has recognised the food industry’s self-regulation

approach, which has proved to be successful in reducing the amount
of advertising of certain foods to children in all forms of media,
including during children’s television,’ Ms Carnell said. ‘The health of
all Australians is vital, especially children. That’s why our industry has
responded to community concern about advertising products that are
high in fat, sugar or salt during children’s television programs.’
In its review of the standards, ACMA decided not to impose any
additional requirements on industry in relation to food and beverage
advertising. In a media statement yesterday, ACMA’s chair Chris
Chapman said: ‘There is only limited evidence about the benefits
of banning food and beverage advertising … this is an area where
research is only beginning to emerge locally and internationally.’
Ms Carnell said under AFGC’s initiative, children will no longer be
subjected to advertising for snacks, chips, softdrinks and chocolates
on children’s television and other media, including posters in school
canteens and company internet sites. ‘We believe that industry has a
role to advertise healthy food and active lifestyles to children and we
welcome government working with us in monitoring this important
initiative,’ Ms Carnell said.
As well as requiring compliance with all codes, AFGC’s initiative applies
to all forms of media and is underpinned by a rigorous and transparent
compliance program with complaints administered by the Advertising
Standards Bureau (ASB).
For more information contact: Brad Watts AFGC Media Adviser
on (02) 6270 9021 or 0437 379 818.

Television standards leave open floodgates
for junk food television deluge
Coalition on Junk Food Advertising to Children
Media statement, 1 September 2009: Response to Children’s Television Standards
Leading health groups have slammed new Australian television advertising standards for failing to ban junk
food advertisements and leaving the floodgates open for food companies to target children with obesitypromoting junk food television commercials. The Coalition on Junk Food Advertising to Children (CFAC),
comprising 15 health groups including Cancer Council, has criticised the Australian Communications and
Media Authority for failing to include any restrictions on food marketing to children in its television standards,
released today.
‘Australia is locked in a deepening obesity crisis with a quarter of young people now being overweight or
obese,’ Kathy Chapman, Chair of CFAC and nutritionist at Cancer Council said.
‘More than 23,000 members of the public have directly called on ACMA and the Federal Government
to ban junk food ads during viewing times that are popular with kids. This was a key proposal of the
government’s National Health Preventative Taskforce, but it appears that the public’s voice has completely
fallen on deaf ears.’
Ms Chapman said that allowing junk food companies to self-regulate its advertising practices to children was
like trusting the fox to guard the henhouse, and would fail to stem growing levels of obesity. ‘Parents have a
tough job encouraging their kids to eat healthily when an average child watching just two hours of television
per day is force-fed more than 2,200 junk food ads each year,’ she said. ‘I urge the government to place
the interests of future generations above those of big business. If we don’t act today, the health system of
tomorrow could be swamped with the long-term effects of obesity, such as heart attacks, cancer and type
2 diabetes.’
The CFAC campaign launched in 2007, and has seen nearly 23,000 people send postcards and emails to
ACMA and government ministers calling for tougher regulations on food marketing to children.

The Coalition on Food
Advertising to Children
(CFAC) comprises:
• Australian and New Zealand
Obesity Society
• Australian Dental Association
• Australian Dental and
Oral Health Therapists
Association
• Australian Health Promotion
Association
• Australian Medical
Association
• Cancer Council Australia
• Home Economics Institute
of Australia
• Nutrition Australia
• Public Health Advocacy
Institute of Western Australia
• Public Health Association of
Australia
• Royal Australasian College of
Physicians, Paediatric Branch
• Royal Australian College of
General Practitioners
• Young Media Australia
• Ms Kaye Mehta, Senior
Lecturer in Nutrition and
Dietetics, Flinders University
• Dr. Rosemary Stanton, OAM

Media contact: Luke Alexander (02) 9334 1878 / 0413 886 578
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HEIA(Q) Workshop: Working a creative
classroom—Fabulous felt
9.00 am–3.30 pm
Mountain Creek SHS
Lady Musgrave Drive, Mountain Creek
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HEIA(Q) Workshop: Working a creative
classroom—Fabulous felt
9.00 am–3.30 pm
Mackay North SHS
Valley Street, Mackay North

World Food Day
Friday 16 October 2009
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations celebrates World
Food Day each year on 16 October, the day on which the Organization was
founded in 1945. This year the theme is:

Achieving food security in times of crisis.
As the official website states, at a time when the global economic crisis dominates
the news, the world needs to be reminded that not everyone works in offices
and factories. The crisis is stalking the small-scale farms of the world too, where
70 percent of the world’s hungry live and work. With an estimated increase of
105 million hungry people in 2009, there are now 1.02 billion malnourished
people in the world, meaning that almost one sixth of all humanity is suffering
from hunger.
On the occasion of World Food Week and World Food Day 2009, let us
reflect on those numbers and the human suffering behind them. Crisis or no
crisis, we have the know-how to do something about hunger. Let us work
together to make sure hunger is recognized as a critical problem, and solve
it. The World Food Summit proposed by FAO for November 2009 could be
fundamental for eradicating hunger.
For further information and resources to help participate in and recognise this day, go to
the website for World Food day at http://www.fao.org/getinvolved/worldfoodday/en/
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